Staff Engineer Device Characterization and Modeling
(f/m/div)*
Job description
Do you enjoy being part of a team of experts working on the edge of technology? Diving
into the previously unexplored and coming up with pragmatic solutions? Then join us
as Staff Engineer Device Characterization and Modeling (f/m/div)* and assess the
electrical characteristics of devices within CMOS or GaN technologies and derive
complete sets of compact models.
With this position you will be entering our „technical ladder”: our career path for
experts. You will be able to focus deeply on technology, model and design – while
further pursuing your career. As you continually expand your expert knowledge, puzzle
over matters and solve problems, you will position yourself as a thought leader – thus
helping our products improve our world a bit more each day.

At a glance
Location:

Munich

Job ID:

312856

Start date:

immediately

Entry level: 3-5 years
Type:

Full time

Contract:

Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search:

Job ID:

312856

www.infineon.com/jobs

In your new role you will:
Checking test structures on test-chips , as well as optimizing the layout of
particularly critical structures

Contact

Defining new structures needed to characterize new technology effects (e.g.
proximity effects, stress effects,...)

Alexander Greie
Talent Attraction Manager

Characterizing and modeling of CMOS or GaN components
Modeling corner models based on targets and tolerances including deduction of
a modeling methodology for the nominal and corner modeling
Verification of models (model hardware correlation)
Independently handling methodological projects for optimizing measurement
technology and test structures

Profile
Based on your will to deliver highest quality, you enjoy collaborating with your team
members, since the different areas of expertise and skills guarantee better results.
Furthermore, you are very proactive, act independently on your own responsibility and
always keep your customers in mind, which enables you to anticipate even their future
needs. You feel committed to and keep your promises to the customer and focus your
efforts on finding solutions that offer added value for both sides.
Additionally, you are best equipped for this task if you have:
A degree in physics, microelectronics or a related field
3-5 years of subject-specific experience, e.g. in DC, AC measurement, ICCAP
programming, compact model development, semiconductors and device physics
Knowledge of PDK structures
Profound knowledge of programming languages (e.g. Python, R)
Experience in dealing with Windows/UNIX environments
Good skills in dealing with MS-Office

Good skills in dealing with MS-Office
Fluent English skills

